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ABSTRACT
In the last few years, deep multi-agent reinforcement learning (RL)
has become a highly active area of research. A particularly challeng-
ing class of problems in this area is partially observable, cooperative,
multi-agent learning, in which teams of agents must learn to co-
ordinate their behaviour while conditioning only on their private
observations. This is an attractive research area since such prob-
lems are relevant to a large number of real-world systems and are
also more amenable to evaluation than general-sum problems.

Standardised environments such as the ALE and MuJoCo have
allowed single-agent RL to move beyond toy domains, such as grid
worlds. However, there is no comparable benchmark for coopera-
tive multi-agent RL. As a result, most papers in this field use one-off
toy problems, making it difficult to measure real progress. In this
paper, we propose the StarCraft Multi-Agent Challenge (SMAC)
as a benchmark problem to fill this gap.1 SMAC is based on the
popular real-time strategy game StarCraft II and focuses on mi-
cromanagement challenges where each unit is controlled by an
independent agent that must act based on local observations. We
offer a diverse set of challenge maps and recommendations for best
practices in benchmarking and evaluations. We also open-source
a deep multi-agent RL learning framework including state-of-the-
art algorithms.2 We believe that SMAC can provide a standard
benchmark environment for years to come.

Videos of our best agents for several SMAC scenarios are avail-
able at: https://youtu.be/VZ7zmQ_obZ0.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deep reinforcement learning (RL) promises a scalable approach to
solving arbitrary sequential decision making problems, demanding
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(a) 3 Stalkers vs 5 Zealots (b) 2 Colossi vs 64 Zerglings

Figure 1: Decentralised micromanagement in StarCraft II.
Each unit is an independent learning agent that needs to
coordinate with its teammates to defeat the enemy units.
Shown are screenshots of two SMAC scenarios.

only that a user must specify a reward function that expresses the
desired behaviour. However, many real-world problems that might
be tackled by RL are inherently multi-agent in nature. For example,
the coordination of self-driving cars, autonomous drones, and other
multi-robot systems is becoming increasingly critical. Network
traffic routing, distributed sensing, energy distribution, and other
logistical problems are also inherently multi-agent. As such, it is
essential to develop multi-agent RL (MARL) solutions that can
handle decentralisation constraints and deal with the exponentially
growing joint action space of many agents.

Partially observable, cooperative, multi-agent learning problems
are of particular interest. Cooperative problems avoid difficulties in
evaluation inherent with general-sum games (e.g., which opponents
are evaluated against). Cooperative problems also map well to a
large class of critical problems where a single user that manages
a distributed system can specify the overall goal, e.g., minimising
traffic or other inefficiencies. Most real-world problems depend on
inputs from noisy or limited sensors, so partial observability must
also be dealt with effectively. This often includes limitations on
communication that result in a need for decentralised execution of
learned policies. However, there commonly is access to additional
information during training, which may be carried out in controlled
conditions or in simulation. This gives rise to the paradigm of
centralised training with decentralised execution, which has been
well-studied in the planning community [6, 9].

A growing number of recent works [3, 8, 11, 14] have begun to
address the problems in this space. However, there is a clear lack of
standardised benchmarks for research and evaluation. Instead, re-
searchers often propose one-off environments which can be overly
simple or tuned to the proposed algorithms. In single-agent RL,
standard environments such as the Arcade Learning Environment
[1], or MuJoCo for continuous control [10], have enabled great
progress. In this paper, we aim to follow this successful model by
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offering challenging standard benchmarks for deep MARL, and to
facilitate more rigorous experimental methodology across the field.

Some testbeds have emerged for other multi-agent regimes, such
as Poker [5], Pong [16], Keepaway Soccer[13], or simple gridworld-
like environments [7, 8, 18, 19]. Nonetheless, we identify a clear
gap in challenging and standardised testbeds for the important set
of domains described above.

To fill this gap, we introduce the StarCraft Multi-Agent Chal-
lenge (SMAC). SMAC is built on the popular real-time strategy game
StarCraft II3 and makes use of the SC2LE environment [17]. Instead
of tackling the full game of StarCraft with centralised control, we
focus on decentralised micromanagement challenges (Figure 1). In
these challenges, each of our units is controlled by an independent,
learning agent that has to act based only on local observations,
while the opponent’s units are controlled by the hand-coded built-
in StarCraft II AI. We offer a diverse set of scenarios that challenge
algorithms to handle high-dimensional inputs and partial observ-
ability, and to learn coordinated behaviour even when restricted to
fully decentralised execution.

The full games of StarCraft: BroodWar and StarCraft II have
already been used as RL environments, due to the many interesting
challenges inherent to the games [15, 17]. DeepMind’s AlphaStar
[2] has recently shown an impressive level of play on a StarCraft II
matchup using a centralised controller. In contrast, SMAC is not
intended as an environment to train agents for use in full StarCraft
II gameplay. Instead, by introducing strict decentralisation and local
partial observability, we use the StarCraft II game engine to build a
new set of rich cooperative multi-agent problems that bring unique
challenges, such as the nonstationarity of learning [4], multi-agent
credit assignment [3], and the difficulty of representing the value
of joint actions [11].

To further facilitate research in this field, we also open-source
PyMARL, a learning framework that can serve as a starting point
for other researchers and includes implementations of several key
MARL algorithms. PyMARL is modular, extensible, built on Py-
Torch, and serves as a template for dealing with some of the unique
challenges of deep MARL in practice. We include results on our full
set of SMAC environments using QMIX [11] and several baseline
algorithms, and challenge the community to make progress on dif-
ficult environments in which good performance has remained out
of reach so far. We also offer a set of guidelines for best practices in
evaluations using our benchmark, including the reporting of stan-
dardised performancemetrics, sample efficiency, and computational
requirements.

We hope SMAC will serve as a valuable standard benchmark,
enabling systematic and robust progress in deep MARL for years
to come.

2 STARCRAFT MULTI-AGENT CHALLENGE
Akin to most real-time strategies, StarCraft has two main gameplay
components: macromanagement and micromanagement. Macro-
management refers to high-level strategic considerations, such as
economy and resource management.Micromanagement (micro), on
the other hand, refers to fine-grained control of individual units.

3StarCraft II is the sequel to the game StarCraft and its expansion set Brood War.
StarCraft and StarCraft II are trademarks of Blizzard EntertainmentTM .

In order to build a rich multi-agent testbed, we focus solely on
micromanagement. Micro is a vital aspect of StarCraft gameplay
with a high skill ceiling, and is practiced in isolation by amateur and
professional players. For SMAC,we leverage the natural multi-agent
structure of micromanagement by proposing a modified version
of the problem designed specifically for decentralised control. In
particular, we require that each unit be controlled by an independent
agent that conditions only on local observations restricted to a
limited field of view centred on that unit. Groups of these agents
must be trained to solve challenging combat scenarios, battling an
opposing army under the centralised control of the game’s built-in
scripted AI.

Proper micro of units during battles will maximise the dam-
age dealt to enemy units while minimising damage received, and
requires a range of skills. For example, one important technique
is focus fire, i.e., ordering units to jointly attack and kill enemy
units one after another. When focusing fire, it is important to avoid
overkill: inflicting more damage to units than is necessary to kill
them. Other commonmicromanagement techniques include: assem-
bling units into formations based on their armour types, making
enemy units give chase while maintaining enough distance so that
little or no damage is incurred (kiting), coordinating the positioning
of units to attack from different directions or taking advantage of
the terrain to defeat the enemy.

Learning these rich cooperative behaviours under partial ob-
servability is a challenging task, which can be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of MARL algorithms.

Scenarios. SMAC consists of 22 StarCraft II micro scenarios
which aim to evaluate how well independent agents are able to
learn coordination to solve complex tasks. These scenarios are
carefully designed to necessitate the learning of one or more mi-
cromanagement techniques to defeat the enemy. Each scenario is
a confrontation between two armies of units. The initial position,
number, and type of units in each army varies from scenario to
scenario, as does the presence or absence of elevated or impassable
terrain. Figure 1 includes screenshots of two SMACmicro scenarios.

The first army is controlled by the learned allied agents. The
second army consists of enemy units controlled by the built-in
game AI, which uses carefully handcrafted non-learned heuristics.
An episode ends when all units of either army have died or when a
pre-specified time limit is reached.

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
For a more detailed description of the 22 scenarios available in
SMAC, recommendations for reporting evaluations and a thorough
report and discussion of several state-of-the-art MARL algorithms
such as QMIX and COMA please see [12].

In the near future, we aim to extend SMACwith new challenging
scenarios that feature a more diverse set of units and require a
higher level of coordination amongst agents. Particularly, we plan to
make use of the rich skill set of StarCraft II units, and host scenarios
that require the agents to utilise the features of the terrain. With
harder multi-agent coordination problems, we aim to explore the
gaps in existing MARL approaches and motivate further research in
this domain, particularly in areas such as multi-agent exploration
and coordination.
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